Abstract. This special issue particularly focuses on using agent-based methods to solve the complex computational problems arising in Big Data environments. It covers the recent advances in the areas of distributed problem solving, agent-based data mining, as well as recommendation systems, working with data extracted from both physical and online environments.
Introduction
Big data is a phenomenon that takes central stage in industry and academia arising from the advent of online services and mobile applications. Improving the efficiency of data processing and analysis has become a challenging issue. While a number of methods from different communities have been proposed for solving the "Big Data" problems, AI (in particular Intelligent Systems) offers efficient mechanisms that can significantly reduce the costs of processing large volume of data and improve data processing quality. A number of emerging technologies have been introduced for processing large volume of data through utilizing multiagent methods, which include agent-based discovery [1] , agent mining [2] , multi-agent decision support for e-commerce big data [3] , etc.
It is difficult to extract value from data with increasing velocity and volume, particularly in distributed systems. According to McKinsey [4] , the data generated from e-commerce sites and online social networks is the major source of big data in the modern society. Most of e-commerce sites and online social networks are distributed, which increase the difficulty of decision making in data extraction. The agent-based techniques consist of decision-making tools that can help to solve information overload problems [3] . Current agent-based methods for big data processing are still preliminary. Thus, this special issue is proposed to gather experts and scholars from related fields to present and share their recent research on agent-based data processing, online social networks, big data mining, and the integration of these areas.
We invited contributions from works that were presented in the Tenth Metaheuristics International Conference 2013 special session on Multi-Agent Distributed Problem Solving as well as the IEEE/WIC/ ACM International Conference on Intelligent Agent Technology 2012. Out of nine submissions received, we put together a collection of four full-length original research papers after two rounds of rigorous review processes involving at least three referees. We wish to express our sincere appreciation to those who have contributed to the completion of this special issue. In particular, we are indebted to our referees who provided prompt and extensive reviews. We also wish to thank the Editor-in-Chief Professor Jiming Liu, for his advice and support; and to Professor Yuefeng Li for his help in processing the editorial. Last but not least, we would like to thank the authors who submitted their works to this special issue.
A summary of the four papers in this special issue is given as follows. In "Multi-Agent Orienteering Problem with Time-Dependent Capacity Constraints", Chen, Cheng and Lau [5] formulate and propose what they deem to be the first attempt at an efficient and effective equilibrium-seeking procedure for the Multiagent Orienteering Problem with Time-dependent Capacity Constraints. In "Scalable Approximating SVD Algorithm for Recommender Systems" paper, Zhou, He, Huang and Zhang [6] present an approximate Singular Value Decomposition algorithm, and show that their approach provides the best prediction quality on the MovieLens and Flixster datasets when compared with existing approaches. In "Detecting Cyberbullying in Social Networks using Multi-Agent System", Nahar, Li, Zhang and Pang [7] introduce a novel multi-agent approach that automatically detects cyberbullying activities on social networks where labeled data is not readily available. Finally, in "Web Usage Mining Based Recommender Systems Using Implicit Heterogeneous Data", Alam, Dobbie, Koh and Riddle [8] present a hierarchical Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based clustering approach (HPSO-clustering) for building a recommender system based on implicit web usage data, which mimics multi-agent properties of the particles of a swarm.
The papers in this issue illustrate some of the current research areas pertinent to agent-based data processing and mining, online social network computing; while also amplify the emerging challenges in big data environment, which remain to be addressed. 
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